CAREER READINESS 
VEX IQ

The company that we have decided to showcase and the company that we believe has a relevance to the task at hand is New Motion Labs,the correlation that New Motion Labs share is the key focus of developing a bicycle. Lego's relevance to VEX IQ is that when releasing a model they give an in depth timeline of the evolution of that design and the thought process and ideas that went behind it.
The process of a model in New Motion Labs is that it all starts with an idea. The idea is thought over and evaluated by a different perspective, they then input their constructive ideas adding and reshaping the design. The similarities that we share is our process of thought begins with our CAD designer starting an idea while the rest of the team inputs and as the builder starts substituting any flaws he may discover the deeper the builder ventures into the design.  The next part is testing, on the website of New Motion Labs they believe without consistent testing you can never ensure satisfaction and a high standards. We try to ensure that we can test at almost every change to measure our process and see what changes must be made. The final process is conditions, conditions are able to ensure that in the worst of times that we can predominantly be able to fortify a high standard. Designs that are used that are similar are: 
The Enduo Link Drive is the first chain and sprocket design to use Dual Engagement technology. Two rollers per link hug each tooth to create a system of stable forces. As a result of this stability, any slipping on the tooth is removed and surface friction effects are minimised, resulting in increased efficiency and longer lifetime of the product. This shares similarities as the drivtrain used is incredibly similar.
Drivetrain efficiency is just one of the claimed benefits of NML’s technology, though. Another is improved durability. That’s where the new cargo range comes in.

NML has focused on the increased chain wear and failure rates experienced by cargo bikes due to heavier loads, the drive motor, and the resulting increased forces on the chain. This is certainly an issue for the transportation e-cargo bike industry, with many bikes repeatedly off the road for service and drivetrain issues.
Articulating links:
Articulating links changed on the angle of the chain when it leaves the sprocket depending which sprocket absorbs the most power helps in determining the angle of the chain when it leaves. Outer articulation is more useful for thing such as intakes.
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How does VEX nurture a future career?
VEX is a pedestal for many careers such as an engineering designer. It does this by ensuring that the processes taken. VEX has processes that encourage careers in design and engineering, to a car manufacturer or even a journalist (Sketch books). It encourages resilience. Finally, it promotes learning in a field perhaps some people may never of heard of but now wish to persue. 



